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Introduction
Simultaneous multifocal systems for presbyopia are like a question mark for practitioners regarding the
optical outcome for the patient. Despite a good refraction and choosing the correct near or distance
centered design and the optimal zone diameter, sometimes patients describe halos or double vision of
unknown origin. This is especially difficult when a previous contact lens with identical parameters was
tolerated well. The ability to measure or image the different optic zones in situ in such cases would be
beneficial.

Fitting Pearl – Topography Tangential Mapping
A 53-year-old Caucasian female presented with a high amount of regular astigmatism. She had been a
(R)GP wearer for many years. Her presbyopia had steadily increased during the last few years, and she
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complained of difficulties while reading. Due to significant 3-9 o’clock staining, she was fitted with a
peripheral toric scleral lens with a center near (CN) simultaneous design in 2011. The comfort and vision
of that system were regarded as optimal. Tangential mapping with topography imaging, with the scleral
lens in situ, showed that the CN design centered nicely (Figure 1). The black-and-white circle represents
the pupil, whereas the red colored area is steeper than the green area, illustrating the near plus add.

Figure 1: Tangential topography mapping over the scleral lens in situ, with a CN presbyopic
simultaneous design visible
One year later, the contact lens was replaced as scheduled with identical parameters. But now the patient
complained of double vision while reading. Over-refraction at near showed that almost the full addition
was needed, almost as if there was no near portion present in the lens design. Tangential topography
mapping showed an entirely different picture this time, as is evident in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Tangential topography mapping over the newly ordered scleral lens
There is almost no or only a very distorted near portion visible on this contact lens, which explains the
patient’s vision problem with reading tasks. The manufacturer was informed of the issue and the contact
lens was remade with identical parameters. The new lens achieved much better near acuity – and the same
as the previous contact lens from 2011. Tangential mapping showed an almost identical plot compared to
the 2011 scleral lens. (Figure 3)
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Figure 3: Tangential topographical mapping of the final ordered scleral lens
Discussion
Tangential mapping with the contact lenses in place can be of great value in ensuring that the optical
zones of the simultaneous presbyopic design are correctly positioned, in width and in terms of optical
quality. Before making any contact lens design changes, tangential topographical mapping should be
performed first to rule out any errors in the lens design. With this mapping technique, the evaluation and
calculation of contact lens parameters in the fitting process becomes much more predictable and
reproducible. This is a major step forward compared to just guessing.
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